
26 Deceuber 1967 

ur, Steven Je Burton 
Citizens! Committee of Inquiry 

ies Angeles 9008 

Thank you for your letter of the Lgths It is more a question 
glings* than "bad feelings.* I do not insist that every 

one mugt share ay opinions on questions where there is real grourd 
for differen judgement or evaluation, The issue of the Garrison 
investigation is not one of these questions, any move than the Warren 
Commigeion, There are no grounds for condoning the misrepresentation 
of evidence, the relianve on witnesses who lack all, semblance of 
onedibility, or the ageusations against Oswald and others on the most 
Plimay and contemptible * evidence," whebher it is the Commigsion or 

1 who is resorting ta sugh dirty methods. 

While it ig net ea question of opinions which diverge but a 
fundamental, oral issue which is at stake, I think that I do 
unierstaml how diffieult it is for gone ‘of those involved to give 
up the ghost, where Garrison is concerned, I found it hard nyse lf 
to have to acknowledge that he ig an irresponsible charlatan, at 
beat, after the high hopes he had generated in all of us at the 
beginning. while { do not have "bad feelings" toward you, as I 
heve already said, neither do I find i possible to be assoclated 
with, ox to collaborate with, any group whi. oh is actively supporting 
and serving ur. Garrleon. - gontimme to believe that Oswald ia : 
entirely innocent, and I regard the so-called "evidence of his 
conspiratorial associations with Ferrie, Shaw, eto., as wholly 
unsupported by credible fact. 

I me deeply disappointed and regretful that many of the critics » 
continue to be allied with ir. Garr: 1, Sewers and .u5's notwithstanding, 

3 wm convinced that nothing less than the. strictest atandards of 
evidence will ultimately serve our common ebjective of uncovering the 
whole tyuth, 

rag ll 

Yours very Sincerely,


